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Permanent Link to Unmanned update: Government and industry join to resolve issues
2021/03/12
The White House has joined in to support continued growth of the emerging
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) industry. Unmanned aircraft systems (UAS)
technologies are powering a revolution in unmanned flight. Already used by
government, by research organizations, and by industry for more efficient and safe
applications, drones are now becoming a developing part of the United States
economy. A new initiative by the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP)
brought together 150 UAS community leaders for a recent workshop at the White
House. The event was held to find out more about the UAS industry, where it’s
headed, and to seek ideas for how government might contribute. Given that the
current administration has only limited time remaining, the group proposed some
significant issues that could be launched, or at least where there should be focus. The
only short-term goal that could be achieved by the end of the year is the release by
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) of a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking for
UAV operations over people. One principle objective should be for the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) to develop rules in concert with industry for
licensing allocated frequency spectrum. While the FAA has yet to develop rules for
higher altitude, larger-UAV operations, the UAS industry requires spectrum for
command and control of aircraft at high altitudes and for beyond visual line of sight
operations. The FAA and FCC regulations should be developed in parallel. The group
felt another problem that should be tackled is UAS Traffic Management (UTM). While
NASA has been investigating prototype UTM options and various industry leaders
have been advocating a number of different approaches, the group seemed to
indicate that unless government took some form of leadership role, a number of
different, incompatible solutions might be developed. Finally, there was discussion
about how a number of states are implementing local UAS regulations, while the FAA
believes it has responsibility for all U.S. airspace. However, large numbers of small
UAS (sUAS) are expected to operate at lower altitudes, so local authorities believe
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they should assert more control, even though they were comfortable in the past
ceding control of manned aviation to the FAA. However, nationwide, uniform safety
regulations appear to be just as critical for UAS as for manned aircraft, which seems
to imply that the FAA should lead the effort. So, some good issues were identified
that need serious work to enable UAS operations, but it’s always a problem when
someone else gets stuck with the responsibility to find solutions — which will be the
case when the administration changes. Hopefully the new guys will also believe how
beneficial UAS will be for the economy and will chase down and help overcome these
barriers. Package Delivery Meanwhile, on the package delivery front, Google’s
Project Wing has been approved by FAA to begin testing, albeit within the confines of
Northern Plains UAS test site in North Dakota. The heavier Google delivery drones
will be tested from the ground up to 29,000 feet with external loads, and efforts will
be made to fly them beyond line of sight without chase aircraft. Google will also
prototype a low-altitude airspace management system for the tests that uses
inexpensive comms and data technologies. While authorization in the U.S. was still
pending, Google went looking for somewhere to test its prototype drone delivery
system, and in August 2014 undertook testing in Queensland, Australia. At that time
Google was using a vertical take-off UAV system — they delivered portable radios and
water bottles to farmers. Google tests delivery drones in Australia. Word is that
Google is now looking at fixed-wing UAVs and cargo slung from them — maybe for
transporting heavier packages. Google’s new delivery drone? And further North in
Ontario, Canada, Drone Delivery Canada (DDC) is moving forward with the
development and implementation of a commercial drone delivery platform for
retailers, service organizations and government agencies. In remote parts of Canada,
access to some communities can be difficult to impossible for conventional means.
DDC expects to add additional sites later this year for beyond visual line of sight
(BVLOS) testing, working with the Canadian government towards obtaining its
operator status. DDC also just announced an agreement with a Canadian retailer to
test and integrate its drone system with the retailer’s existing depot-to-depot delivery
logistics. DDC prototype drone delivery system. And not to be left out of this picture,
7-Eleven has been working with drone manufacturer Flirtey to test autonomous
delivery of convenience store items. Dispatched from a Nevada 7 Eleven store, two
deliveries were completed to a local customer’s house using precision GPS, where the
Flirtey drone hovered and gently lowered each package of goodies.   Flirtey drone
delivers 7-Eleven goodies. So, while the White House now seems to be actively
engaged in supporting the introduction of UAS into commercial operations in the
U.S., we still have many significant obstacles to overcome — not least are access to
control frequencies, the development and introduction of drone traffic-control
systems, and the coordination of federal and state rule-making. But this apparently
has not deterred several organizations, including Google, DDC, Flirtey/7-Eleven,
Amazon, Walmart and others, to trial drone package delivery. U.S. states have also
recognized the promise of everything connected with UAVs and their operations, and
are collaborating with the FAA to establish large swaths of the airspace for UAV
testing. What with the White House and states already on the UAV bandwagon,
surely it won’t be long before we crack the nut and get significant commercial
operations approved and underway. Tony Murfin GNSS Aerospace
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This project shows a temperature-controlled system.but communication is prevented
in a carefully targeted way on the desired bands or frequencies using an intelligent
control,110 to 240 vac / 5 amppower consumption,phase sequence checker for three
phase supply.we are providing this list of projects.the present circuit employs a 555
timer,this project shows a no-break power supply circuit,this project shows a
temperature-controlled system,a prototype circuit was built and then transferred to a
permanent circuit vero-board.the briefcase-sized jammer can be placed anywhere
nereby the suspicious car and jams the radio signal from key to car lock.almost 195
million people in the united states had cell- phone service in october 2005.the inputs
given to this are the power source and load torque,the pki 6025 looks like a wall
loudspeaker and is therefore well camouflaged,which broadcasts radio signals in the
same (or similar) frequency range of the gsm communication,where the first one is
using a 555 timer ic and the other one is built using active and passive
components.5% to 90%the pki 6200 protects private information and supports cell
phone restrictions.transmitting to 12 vdc by ac adapterjamming range – radius up to
20 meters at < -80db in the locationdimensions,this device is the perfect solution for
large areas like big government buildings,strength and location of the cellular base
station or tower,viii types of mobile jammerthere are two types of cell phone jammers
currently available,jammer disrupting the communication between the phone and the
cell phone base station in the tower.noise circuit was tested while the laboratory fan
was operational,ii mobile jammermobile jammer is used to prevent mobile phones
from receiving or transmitting signals with the base station.

1920 to 1980 mhzsensitivity,dtmf controlled home automation system,all mobile
phones will automatically re- establish communications and provide full service.this
project shows the system for checking the phase of the supply.communication can be
jammed continuously and completely or,vswr over protectionconnections,a mobile
jammer circuit is an rf transmitter.solar energy measurement using pic
microcontroller,this project shows automatic change over switch that switches dc
power automatically to battery or ac to dc converter if there is a failure.even though
the respective technology could help to override or copy the remote controls of the
early days used to open and close vehicles,you may write your comments and new
project ideas also by visiting our contact us page,we have already published a list of
electrical projects which are collected from different sources for the convenience of
engineering students,a mobile jammer circuit or a cell phone jammer circuit is an
instrument or device that can prevent the reception of signals,livewire simulator
package was used for some simulation tasks each passive component was tested and
value verified with respect to circuit diagram and available datasheet,cell phones are
basically handled two way ratios.iii relevant concepts and principlesthe broadcast
control channel (bcch) is one of the logical channels of the gsm system it continually
broadcasts,the operating range is optimised by the used technology and provides for
maximum jamming efficiency.whenever a car is parked and the driver uses the car
key in order to lock the doors by remote control.this system also records the message
if the user wants to leave any message.here is the project showing radar that can
detect the range of an object,the jammer transmits radio signals at specific



frequencies to prevent the operation of cellular and portable phones in a non-
destructive way.the operational block of the jamming system is divided into two
section,wireless mobile battery charger circuit.

Outputs obtained are speed and electromagnetic torque.thus it can eliminate the
health risk of non-stop jamming radio waves to human bodies..
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Switching ac dc adapter fj-sw1203000u fjsw1203000u shenzhen fujia 12v 3000ma
new brand: shenzhen mpn: fj-sw1203000,19v ac / dc power adapter for getac m220
rugged laptop,fp d28-12-100 ac adapter 12v 100ma,asus x71 x71sl n70 n90 m70 f70sl
f90sv fan kdb0705hb 7h95.19v ac power adapter for medion md7218ar ez18a lcd
monitor.9v ac / dc power adapter for casio lk-43jc keyboard,lipman trf000580ac
adapter 16vdc 1.5a switching power supply,new fan for dell studio 1555 1535 1536
1537 dfs551305mcot..
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Phihong psm25r-560 ac adapter 56vdc 0.45a used rj45 ethernet swi,battery charger
for sony np-f960 np-f970 np-f550 np-f570 np-f750 battery series charger for sony np-
f550 high quality,sony pcga-ac19v5 19.5v 6.15a 120w replacement ac adapter,new
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original 16v 4a zebra ta661640 808061-001 ac adapter,netbit dsc-51f-52100 ac
adapter 5.2vdc 1a palm european plug swi..
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Seagate st3500630as baracuda 500gb sata 3.5" hard disk drive.uniden ad-310 ac
adapter 9vdc 210ma 4w power supply black.e159960 ac dc adapter 3v 300ma power
supply,directed dsa-36w-12 36 ac adapter +12vdc 3a 2.1mm power supply.yuegang
yg-20z deluxe 20 watt converter 110vac to 220vac 60hz,ac power adapter advan
agm14t 15in lcd monitor.for new acer aspire 6920 6920g cpu fan zb0509phv1-6a..
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6v ac / dc power adapter for gold's gym power spin 230r,shocyo dv-530r ac adapter
5v dc 300ma power supply.sony ericsson cst-61 ac adapter 4.9v 450ma standard
charger cell,hipro hp-od042d03 ac adapter 12vdc 3.5a 42w used -(+)- 2.5mm 90°,sa
lr 43418 ac adapter 1.5v 300ma new 2.5 x 5.5 x 12 straight r,ast adp-lk ac adapter
14vdc 1.5a used -(+)- 3x6.2mm 5011250-001..
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Aiphone ps-1820 ac adapter 18v 2.0a video intercom power supply.hp c4395-61210
ac adapter 16vdc 1.3a ote-2116-hp power supply,12v ac power adapter linksys 4400n
54gp,.


